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Safeguarding Checks
H E season for the detection of cash
Tirregularities
is in full swing. Each

day appear additional announcements that
some cashier or treasurer is short in his
accounts. Trusted employes with many
years of faithful service, officers with enviable records for efficient work, and professional crooks alike, irrespective of age,
sex, or environment, have committed multifarious forgeries and embezzlements involving amounts varying from a few hundred dollars to several hundred thousand
dollars. Banks, clubs, churches, and industrial concerns, with systems of accounting and internal check of varying degrees of
efficiency, some audited annually and some
with little or no executive supervision,
have suffered in common as victims of these
manifold schemes. It would be difficult to
determine where operations of an improper
character will be discovered next. Certainly
no organization is immune to defalcations.
No organization, therefore, can afford to
neglect to take the precautions necessary
for the full protection of its resources.
It is estimated that six billion checks are
written annually and that from ninety to
ninety-five per cent of the business of the
nation is transacted by means of credit
instruments. Losses from forgeries and
embezzlements amount to approximately
3200,000,000 annually, divided about
equally between the two. The business
public bears a burden of over $600,000 each
business day by reason of these two crimes,
in addition to the costs incurred in carrying
on fidelity and surety companies.

In general, financial crimes are promoted
by opportunity. They seldom occur if
proper safeguards are rigidly enforced. So
far as the number of instruments is concerned, the opportunities for misappropriations are unlimited. The principal
effort should be devoted to procedures designed to prevent fraudulent occurrences
rather than to the detection of fraud.
Checks written by hand on plain paper
may be raised with comparatively little
difficulty. There are several devices available to reduce the possibility of altering
checks. Various machines may be had
which protect the amount and frequently
the payee's name. The latter feature is
important because the payee's name is
changed about as often as the amount.
These protective machines are similar in
that the letters or figures are cut into the
paper and printed with indelible ink.
These appliances are not infallible. The
corrugations in the paper may be straightened out and a word of equivalent length
inserted for one which has been erased.
But they are of sufficient protective value
in eliminating the danger of altered checks
to justify their use.
Then there are pantagraph checks which
are simply paper lithographed with inks
which are mixed so as to be highly sensitive
to alteration. Pantagraphs are tinted
usually in the form of a series of small interwoven designs, frequently made distinctive
by representing the trade-mark of the user.
One disadvantage in the use of such checks
is that the reverse side often is left blank
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so that the endorsements are not protected.
A more important objection, however, lies
in the fact that when left exposed to air
for any length of time the inks are likely to
lose their qualities of sensitivity.
Pantagraphs now are losing ground
rapidly as a leading form of protective instrument to that style of check which is
made of safety paper. In safety paper
certain chemicals and dyes which are
sensitive to acids, alkalies, and other
bleaching agents are incorporated in the
pulp of the paper. The primary characteristic of safety paper is that the ink used
in writing will so blend with the chemical
ingredients of the paper that any attempts
to remove the writing also will remove the
tint of the check, leaving a conspicuous
stain. The effect of mechanical abrasions,
such as those made with a knife or with a
rubber eraser, is to produce a similar,
readily detectable mark.
Safety paper offers greater protection
than pantagraphs from the point of view of
durability, for the reactive qualities of the
chemicals are not affected by either time
or atmospheric conditions. Another protective feature of safety paper is that any
chemical erasing fluid will "spread" when
brought in contact with the surface of the
check. This characteristic is important
because check alterations are usually made
with very delicate touches of a fine pen
dipped in chemicals. If the eradicative
should fail to spread, the discolored spot
would be so minute that it could be covered
up successfully by the pen-strokes inserted
—a procedure which is entirely feasible
with pantagraph checks.
Safety paper protects all the parts of a
check since the writing on both sides of the
paper is safeguarded. Theoretically, it
might be possible to retint any discolored
spots to match the body of the check, but
in practice this would be difficult to accomplish. The coloring matter is in reality a
mixture of two distinct shades which hardly
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could be reproduced successfully, even with
the painstaking care of an expert, without
incurring considerable risk.
A combination of safety paper and a good
mechanical device for writing the check
affords the maximum of protection. Their
use, however, does not insure complete
protection. While the amount, payee,
signature, and other parts of a check are
safeguarded against alterations, there is no
protection against counterfeiting. Losses
incurred through forgery of a signature
may be insured against, but the use of
mechanical devices and specially prepared
paper does not prevent a signature from
being traced or copied. In fact, most
bogus checks are written on safety paper
with a check protector, which gives the
counterfeited checks further appearance of
genuineness.
Many of the leading banks and corporations are protecting themselves from counterfeiting by having their emblem or
trade-mark incorporated in the design of
the paper. Such paper can be obtained
only upon the authorization of the owner
of the trade-mark or emblem. In this way
the bank or corporation has its checks
under direct control, which secures at least
partial protection against counterfeiting.
Safety paper and modern protective
machines are inexpensive, considering the
protection which they furnish. True, they
do not supply absolute protection, but this
should not act as a deterrent to their use.
Now and then a safety vault is broken open
but few business men would entertain for
a moment the idea of abandoning the practice of putting their valuables in a safe
deposit vault because of the possibility that
their vaults might be entered.
Those who do take advantage of the protection given by various protective devices
should not consider their task completed
and give no further thought to precautionary measures. Safety paper and a good
check protector are ample protection
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against the amateur crook, but not against
the professional crook. The latter does not
care to assume the risk of altering carefully
prepared checks; he prefers to duplicate
them. Any carelessness on the part of
business men becomes the chief aid of the
check crook. It is necessary, therefore, to
add common sense to whatever other pro-
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tective procedures may be employed in the
handling of checks. Thoughtful attention
should be given to the disposition of canceled and voided checks, the control of
blank checks, the signing of checks, and
the guarding of one's mail. In short,
checks should be treated with as much care
as the money which they represent.

